
 

 

Abstract— A wireless network consisting multiple (ranging 

from a few hundreds to thousands) nodes which are sparsely 

dispersed and have dedicated sensors for monitoring, 

recording, detecting environment and gathering environmental 

data (e.g. light, sound, temperature, pressure, wind speed, 

directions, motion, etc.) is usually known as a Wireless Sensor 

Network (WSN). These nodes are self-organizing and are not 

controlled by a central administrator. The wide adoption and 

deployment rate of WSN is as a result of the processing power, 

wireless communication and the sensing technology that the 

WSN possesses. The numerous advantages this network holds 

has led to its growth. As the deployment and acceptability of 

WSN increases, the vulnerability to attacks is increasing hence 

the need for effective security mechanisms. Encryption has 

proven to be a reliable way of data protection hence its 

adoption in the improvement of the security level in WSNs. 

Identifying suitable encryption mechanism for WSNs has 

proven to be a challenge due to the limited amount of energy, 

computation capability and storage resources of the sensor 

nodes. This paper addresses the security challenges in wireless 

sensor networks and effects of cryptography in the bid of 

improving its security. 

 
Index Terms— Wireless Sensor Networks, Encryption, 

Security. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ENSOR networks are heterogeneous network system that 

consists actuators, sensing devices, and computing 

elements. This network system consists hundreds to 

thousands self-organizing, low power, low cost wireless 

nodes that has the ability to monitor the environment [1] and 

they can also communicate with other devices spread over a 

specific geographic location for some explicit purpose like 

target hunt down, observation, ecofriendly monitoring etc. 
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Sensors can be used to monitor temperature, density, 

humidity, soil composition, noise levels, lighting conditions, 

the presence or absence of certain kinds of objects or 

substances, vehicular movement, and many more [2]. Active 

research involving distributed algorithm, data management, 

programming models, networking, hardware and software 

design, security are ongoing in the domain of WSN making 

it an important tier in the IT eco system. However, sensor 

networks are typically characterized by limited memory 

size, low bandwidth, and limited energy due to the 

miniaturized size. This leads to a very demanding 

environment in providing security. This paper addresses the 

security challenges in wireless sensor networks and the 

effect of cryptography in improving its security. These were 

addressed by dividing the paper into multiple sections. 

Section I addresses introduction, section II discussed 

security requirements in wireless sensor networks, section 

III was tailored towards highlighting the security challenges 

in wireless sensor networks, cryptography was discussed in 

section IV and the final section V discusses conclusion.  

II. WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS SECURITY 

REQUIREMENTS 

Protecting information on the network from attacks and 

tampering is a major aim of securing transmission of data on 

a sensor network. This is to improve the dependencies and 

reliability of the information the network / sensing nodes 

provide. The dependency on the information is dependent 

on the risk associated with information transmission. The 

greater the risk associated with secure transmission of 

information over the network, the lower the dependency on 

the information provided. The security requirements in 

wireless sensor network include: 

Discretion/Privacy: Discretion happens when the data is 

delivered to the intended recipient(s) and prevented from 

unauthorized access. Neighboring nodes should be unable to 

pick readings from a node except they are the intended 

recipients and source node should not leak sensor readings.  

Verification: Verification ensures the dependability of the 

information/message. In a wireless sensor network, 

communicating node should be confirmed to be the node it 

asserts to be and the beneficiary/recipient would validate 

that information acknowledged have genuinely originated 

from the genuine source [1]. 

Data Uprightness: Uprightness of data is preventing the 

information from unauthorized modification. Data 

uprightness certifies that any received data has not been 
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changed or modified through transfer.  

Data Cleanness: There is need to ascertain the cleanness 

data being transmitted over the network. For data cleanness, 

data has to be recent and not broadcasting old messages. 

Data cleanness guarantees that longstanding messages or 

information have not been repeated/rebroadcasted. 

Accessibility: Accessibility guarantees that facilities and 

data should be able to be retrieved at the time they are 

required. 

III. SECURITY CHALLENGES IN WSNS 

The vulnerability of wireless networks to various security 

threats are usually higher than those networks that transmit 

data via a guided medium. This is due to the mode of data 

transmission on wireless network –unguided medium-. The 

network is prone and susceptible to eavesdropping. Other 

than the susceptibility of the wireless network, the WSN has 

many other constraint compared to the traditional computer 

networks. Direct application of existing security approaches 

on a traditional wireless network to the WSN is quite 

challenging due to these constraints [3]. The inability for the 

direct application of the security measures in traditional 

wireless systems to WSN is because of the characteristics of 

the WSN amidst which are; the ability to organize itself, it’s  

topology dynamism, a network system that is peer to peer 

which are designed by a group of moveable nodes and the 

absence of a unified unit [2]. Some of the challenges WSNs 

face include: 

Very Limited Resources: In putting in place security 

approaches, some specific volume of resources are required 

for the execution. Some of these resources include; code 

space, memory, and energy. However, the small sensor 

nodes on the WSN could be responsible for the very limited 

resources. 

 Restricted Storage Space: Sensor nodes are little devices 

that have been designed to have limited memory and little 

storage space (few kb). This limited resources of space and 

power are a constraint in the implementation of 

cryptographic algorithms in wireless sensor networks. 

Power Limitation: The battery of sensor devices cannot 

be recharged or replaced once they have been deployed in 

an area that is difficult to access or a hostile environment 

[4]. Due to the limited power, energy efficiency is one of 

the considerations for WSN routing algorithms. Numerous 

WSN operating systems offer several structures to maximize 

energy [5]. 

Range of Transmission: In sending packets very a large 

network, the nodes send data using multi-hop technique. 

This is also so that minimal power is consumed in 

transferring data from source to destination and thus 

transmission range is usually very small/limited.  

Unreliable Transfer: Transfer of packets on network is 

via an open/unbounded medium. This gives risk of 

unreliable transfer of packet as it is subject to noise. In 

addition, packets could be lost due to congestion, channel 

error or node failure. These could result in damages packets 

or packet loss/drop. To handle this, more resources will 

need to be dedicated to error management. Inadequate error 

management capability if implemented by the protocol 

could lead to loss of sensitive packets and this may include 

an encryption key [6].  

Latency: The multi-hop routing in the wireless sensor 

network could result in increased latency. Also, there is risk 

of congestion which furthers aggravate the latency.  

Susceptibility to physical damage: Sensors could be 

deployed in locations not easily accessible to man and the 

possibility that a node is physically damaged in such 

environment is high. 

IV. CRYPTOGRAPHY IN WSNS 

Transmitting data in WSN is prone to alteration, 

spoofing, it could also vanish or be replayed again [18]. By 

way of wireless communication being prone to snooping, 

attackers could intercept traffic and interrupt, fabricate or 

modify packets thus, offer incorrect information to the base 

stations, sinks or intended recipients. The cryptographic 

methods developed for the customary wired and wireless 

networks to improve security cannot be implemented 

directly for the WSNs. WSNs comprises of tiny sensor 

nodes that has limited processing, memory and battery 

power [2]. To apply cryptographic schemes, broadcast of 

additional bits are required hence, additional computations, 

storage and battery capacity is needed which are necessary 

properties for the devices’ durability. Implementing 

cryptography in wireless sensor networks increases latency, 

jitter and packet loss [7]. Moreover, when applying 

cryptographic schemes wireless sensor networks, some 

questions similar to; in what way will the keys be spawned 

and disseminated? In what way are the keys directed, 

annulled, allocated to a new nodes arises. An important 

issue in the utilization of cryptography in WSN is how keys 

will be modified from time to time bearing in mind that 

most sensor nodes have minimal (or no) human interaction. 

However, preloading keys to sensor nodes before 

deployment does not serve as an efficient solution to this 

challenge. 

In meeting basic security requirements like 

confidentiality and integrity, Cryptography schemes are 

often utilized. The limitations of sensor nodes cannot make 

the well-known cryptographic techniques applicable to 

wireless sensor networks without adjustments [21]. 

Symmetric Cryptography: Symmetric encryption, 

similarly known as the secret-key cryptography, utilizes a 

lone private key for the decryption and encryption process. 

Thus, key is to be confined within the network as only 

systems in the system has this key. In wireless sensor 

networks, this can be quite difficult because of the exposed 

environment and the ability for new nodes to join and leave 

the network [20]. Several scholars have fixated on assessing 

crypto-graphical procedures in WSNs as well as proposing 

power efficiency in cryptographic techniques. Examples of 

symmetric cryptography include are AES, 3DES etc. 

Asymmetric Cryptography: Asymmetric encryption, 
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similarly known as public-key cryptography, uses dual 

associated keys which are the public and private keys for the 

decryption and encryption process. This method eliminates 

the safety risks attached to key sharing.  The private/secret 

key is kept secret and never visible. If a communication data 

is encrypted by utilizing the public key, only the matching 

secret key can be used to decrypt the same. Similarly, a 

communication data encrypted by means of the private key 

can only be decoded by means of applying the matching 

public key. Some of these technique include the RSA, ECC 

etc. 

Cryptography with public key cannot be effectively 

utilized in WSNs as a result of its excessive energy and 

bandwidth consumption which are very critical in WSNs. At 

the present time, a sensor turn out to be prevailing in 

relations to processing and storage capacities, lately there 

has been an adjustment of attention in the research world 

from symmetric/secret key cryptography to public key 

encryption. In addition to that, secret key cannot balance 

properly as the amount of sensors increases [8, 23]. 

Agreeing to [9], asymmetric cryptography is used in quite 

a number of requests for safe interaction e.g. SSL (Secure 

Socket Layer) as well as IP Security criteria utilize this for 

their key arrangement procedures. [10] Made a justification 

that the consumption of energy by public key creation is 

huge as a result of the volume of calculation and handling 

involved. It is additional energy consumption compared to 

private/symmetric key methods. The researchers further 

stated that one public key process can devour equivalent 

volume of power and period as encoding tens of data when 

a secret key technique is used. 

The RSA Security in 2004, [11], stated that the depletion 

of resources in public key approach is as a result of the fact 

that there are two keys involved and more computational 

power is required to generate these. One of these keys is 

used for encryption, everyone can use the public key to 

encode information while the other private key is used to 

decode the data. The derivation of the secret key could be 

generated from the public key. However, to safeguard keys 

from attackers, the derivation is made to be as difficult as 

possible thus requiring more processing and computational 

power. In relation to what was stated in [12], “the 

implementation of the public key approach is much costly 

when compared to symmetric key. An example is the 

implementation of a 64 bit RC5 encryption can take up to 

5.6 ms while a 160 bit SHA1 will take only about 7.2 ms. 

this symmetric key procedures seem to be faster than public 

key encryption.” 

Public Key cryptography is not just costly in processing 

and computations but correspondingly in message as 

associated to private key encoding technique [22, 23, 24]. 

According to [13], at least 1024 bits are required to send a 

public key between two nodes.  

[14] Based on existing literature did an investigation on 

evaluating block ciphers for sensor networks. They 

investigated the most effective in relation to energy, power 

consumption storage and security properties.  The 

comparison was done on the 16-bit RISC MSP430F149 and 

diverse cipher factors such as rounds, key and block length 

were used for the evaluation. Diverse process methods, such 

as, counter (CTR), Cipher Feedback Mode (CFB), Output 

Feedback Mode (OFB) and Cipher - Block Chaining (CBC) 

were also investigated. The assessment outcome indicates 

that the most appropriate block ciphers for wireless sensor 

networks had an impressive memory efficiency and fulfilled 

the security requirements.  

[15] Accentuate that ECC is amongst the utmost effective 

kinds of public key encryption for wireless sensor networks. 

They presented steps involved in the design, execution and 

evaluation ECC technique. An organizable and malleable 

storage for ECC processes in WSNs, were offered. The 

library storage provides a quantity of optimized alterations 

that could be shared agreeing to the designer’s requirements 

for a specific use, causing multiple implementation periods 

and resource depletions. The storage also was analyzed on 

multiple sensor platforms amidst which are Tmote, Imotel, 

MICAz, and Sky so as to evaluate the most effective storage 

and computational algorithms. 

According to [16], public key Cryptography especially 

the RSA, ECC provides equal security while using a smaller 

key size compared to other algorithms. This reduces 

processing power, energy consumption and communication 

overhead [16, 25, 26, 27]. 

[17] noted the efficiency of public-key cryptography for 

WSNs. They highlighted that the public-key is a more 

suitable technique for wireless sensor networks because it 

offers a good compromise between key size and safety. 

They concentrated on the issues relating to security by 

examining the implementation of the symmetric 

cryptography as against the public-key cryptography. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The WSN continue to grow and it is becoming broadly 

utilized and adopted. So, the prerequisite for safety and 

security come to be important. Conversely, the WSN suffer 

from numerous restrictions amidst which are; energy 

constraint, limited processing power, storage capacity, and 

so on. Multiple ways of providing security are available of 

which cryptography is one. This (cryptography) consumes 

lot of resources from the sensor networks and thus 

researchers are looking into developing cryptographic 

techniques that will help maximize these limited resources 

in WSNs. In addition, the development of modes to have 

more resources allocated are being developed by 

researchers. 
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